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7.1.10 The institution has a prescribed code of conduct.

Report on the student attributes facilitated by the Institution

NGM College strives to nurture a diverse affay of qualities that contribute to the

well-rounded development of its students. It derives its student attributes from its

Vision that aims at providing a comprehensive education that kindles intellectual

curiosity, instils ethical and cultural values, and fosters social responsibility. The

holistic development of the students is facilitated by implementing code of ethics

and conduct that underscores the cultivation of values like honesty, integrity, respect

and responsibility,. By strictly adhering to these principles, students develop strong

moral character and exhibit ethical behavior in both their academic pursuits and

personal lives. Students also develop a sense of responsibility and accountability

towards their actions, which is an important attribute for their personal growth.

Disciplinary Knowledge

Disciplinary knowledge serves as the foundation of higher education, incorporating

deep comprehension, critical thinking, and problem-solving skills within each

student's chosen area of study. The College integrates disciplinary knowledge into

its curriculum through core and elective courses, value-added programs, academic

support from experts, research opportunities, and access to resources like libraries

and laboratories. The curriculum is implements problem-based learning that requires

students to apply their disciplinary knowledge to real-world challenges. Through

research endeavors, students deepen their disciplinary knowledge and hone their

critical thinking abilities.

Digital Copabilities
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and learning practices. The CAMU ERP system aids in enhancing students' digital

fluency by granting access to academic information, facilitating communication

with peers and faculty, and engaging in online learning activities. Participation in

MOOCs,digilocksfurther enhances students' digital literacy skills.

Employabili$,

NGM College prepares students for the professional world by equipping them with

essential employability skills such as critical thinking, problem-solving,

communication, teamwork, and adaptability. The Academy for Professional

Development acts as a crucial bridge between the College and prospective

employers, providing students with the necessary skills to excel in the job market.

The Training and Placement Cell conducts career counseling programs, training

sessions, and workshops to enhance students' employability skills. It also organizes

campus recruitment drives to provide students with job opportunities. By fostering

strong relationships with companies, the cell ensures that students are placed in

reputable organizations and kick-start their professional careers.

Social Responsibility and Inclustveness:

Through extracurricular and co-curricular activities the students are nurtured to

become socially responsible individuals equipped with a diverse skill set that

extends beyond academic knowledge. These activities offer students opportunities

to engage with the community through volunteer work and camping programs in

adopted villages. Experiential learning like internships and field work allow

students to apply their disci real worldTsituations. Various
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extension activity clubs like Equal Opportunity center, Green Society Arutchelvar

Manavar Sindhanai Mandram, Vivekanandar Manavar Sindhanai Mandram, RRC

and YRC promote diversity and inclusion in campus by organizing events,

workshops and discussions that celebrate different cultures, beliefs and

perspectives.

Human Excellence

The institution supports the development of ethical and cultural competencies

essential for students to become responsible and engaged members of society. This

includes offering a comprehensive course on Human Excellence, as well as

certificate programs on Uzhavu Bharatham and Manaiyiyal Mahathuvam that delve

into ethics, values, social responsibility, and cultural awareness.

Teomwork and Communication Skills

Effective communication is a fundamental skill that transcends academic and

professional boundaries. The College offers a specialized certificate course in

Communicative English for all the three years to enhance students' fluency in the

language. Language lab classes also enhance LSRW skills of the students.

Innovation and Leadership

The institution provides students with opponunities to foster creativity,

entrepreneurial skills, and leadership qualities. Institution's Innovation Council

encourages students to brainstorm innovative ideas and participate in national

innovation challenges and competitions. EDC supports innovation and

entrepreneurship through incubation programs, trade and startupsCenters, e4pos
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